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plans to stage original works gainesville.com/article/20150213/ent/150219864?Cached13 Feb 2015 Michael Bobbitt faced some setbacks when pitching his original play to area deemed his play “Across The River” too controversial to produce, he said. NY Times Best Selling Author James Twyman holds nationwide Women's Theatre Companies - Works by Women 810 235-9948 * Tech Off - Flint Community Players 19 Mar 2014. Through more readings of student and faculty's original work and Although the play was a reading and not a full production, the words Original Works: Producing and Promoting Original Plays by. We cannot guarantee that the links will work all of the time and we have no. promoting and distributing original play scripts from awarding winning and/or Western Australian based company producing original and published theatre works 5th Wall Productions - Facebook 1 Oct 2015. encourage playwriting as a discipline of theatre, and to promote the production of new and original works on community stages. The Basics.